Researcher COMPLETES and SUBMITS an online ethics checklist.

Online ethics checklist received by Ethics Filter (RDS) for initial REVIEW (including any supporting documentation).

- Ethics Application INCOMPLETE
  - Checklist RETURNED ONLINE to Researcher (with feedback)
  - Amendments required
    - Checklist UPDATED by Researcher and RESUBMITTED

- Ethics Application COMPLETE
  - Checklist put forward to Panel for REVIEW
  - Physical Panel meeting* convenes to REVIEW checklists
  - Panel Decision
    - Ethics Application - Additional AMENDMENTS required
      - Checklist RETURNED to Researcher online
    - Panel Decision
      - Checklist COMPLETE (no conditions/amendments)
      - Checklist APPROVED online

* In the majority of cases the Researcher will be invited to attend the Panel.
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Checklist UPDATED by Researcher and RESUBMITTED

Amendments required
Checklist UPDATED by Researcher and RESUBMITTED

Panel Decision
- Ethics Application - Additional AMENDMENTS required
  - Checklist RETURNED to Researcher online
- Checklist COMPLETE (no conditions/amendments)
  - Checklist APPROVED online

* In the majority of cases the Researcher will be invited to attend the Panel.
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